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As used by Professionals

100% 
Insecticide Free*

Physical Insect Killer 

SPIDER
KILLER

Blast

www.lodi-uk.com

Instant rapid freeze -40ºC
Kills all eggs, larvae & adult crawling insects

Can be used around children & pets
Dual-action professional fan & jet spray  

Neutralizes and instantly kills 
insects. Organ-X Spider Killer Freeze 
Blast is chemical free, odourless and 
non-staining, the liquid sprays from 
the aerosol at -40ºC, paralysing the 
insect before freezing it to death. 

Where to use:
Organ-X Spider Freeze Blast helps to get rid of 
harmful and nuisance spiders and insects. Suitable 
for both outdoor and indoor use, in open areas, 
kitchens, food environments, bedrooms, bedding, 
hard/soft furnishing, hard to reach areas, nooks 
and crannies. Ensure you test on a small area 
before use and be careful of surfaces sensitive 
to gel. Can be used around children and pets. 
Effective on flying and crawling insects such as 
spiders, wasps, fleas, bedbugs, silverfish, ants, 
red mites, plus eggs, larvae and nymph stages of 
insect life cycle.

Instructions for use:
1. Remove the anti-tamper clip from the back of the 
cobra head. This allows you to spray when needed. 
Replace when finished treatment.

2. Select the desired spray nozzle from the dual 
action cobra spray attachment. Normal aerosol 
spray with the lance in the down position for a wider 
spray and more coverage. Lance in the up position 
for a more targeted narrow and powerful spray. 
Good for hard-to-reach areas, nooks and crannies 
or inside nests.

3. Wait for the insect to be slow moving or settled.

4. Hold the aerosol upside down (this creates the 
super cold chain reaction freeze blast) and spray 
short blasts with pressure for 2 to 3 seconds,  
25-30cm from the target insect, until it is paralysed.

5. Repeat the treatment until the insect (or egg, egg 
sack, nymph, larvae, spiderling) is frozen or a layer 
of frost appears and the insect is no longer moving.

DO NOT SPRAY ON THE SKIN, RISK OF ICE BURNS. 
NEVER SHAKE THE AEROSOL WHILE IN USE.
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Freeze Blast
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* Contains no PT18  
 active substance

DANGER
P102 Keep out of 
reach of children. 
P210 Keep away 
from heat, hot 
surfaces, sparks, 
open flames and 
other ignition 
sources. No smoking.
P211 Do not spray on an open flame or other 
ignition source. 
P251 Do not pierce or burn, even after use. 
P260 Do not breathe spray. 
P271 Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated 
area. 
P403 Store in a well ventilated place.
P410+P412 Protect from sunlight.  
Do not expose to temperatures exceeding  
50°C/122°F. 
H222+H229 Extremely flammable aerosol. 
Pressurized container: may burst if heated.


